
Science Fiction Favorites 
Sixteen-year-old Nadia lives a privileged life in 

the Corporate States. When her betrothed is 

killed and then wakes up in the replication tanks, 

the pair sets out to find a killer while keeping the 

secrets of human replication technology from the 

dangerous people who run their world.  

Born into one of the City's wealthiest families and paired with a Proxy 

named Syd, who endures punishments for Knox's misdeeds, Knox    

discovers that he has more in common with Syd than either of them     

previously understood when his father's manipulations prompt a     

cross-country chase that forces the boys to save each other.  

Tremor, the second book in bestselling author Patrick    

Carman's Pulse trilogy, is filled with more action-packed 

scenes and romance. Tremor will excite fans of I Am    

Number Four and The Maze Runner with its rich            

characters and electrifying story of love and revenge.  

Struggling with her mother's death, her father's       

remarriage and a hopeless crush, Ruby discovers 

a portal to nine alternate universes that reflect 

the ways her life might have progressed had 

different things occurred at key moments. 

Leaving the walls of the 

spaceship  Godspeed 

behind, Amy and Elder 

are ready to build a 

home on Centauri-

Earth. But they must 

race to discover who--

or what--else is out there if they are to 

have any hope of saving their struggling 

colony and building a future together.  

When 100 juvenile delinquents are sent on a mis-

sion to recolonize Earth, they get a second chance 

at freedom, friendship, and love, as they fight to 

survive in a dangerous new world.  

In 2029, hoping to bypass the exams and   

training that might lead to a comfortable life,      

Susan, her almost-boyfriend Derlock, and      

seven fellow students stow away on a ship      

to Mars, unaware that Derlock is a sociopath  

with bigger plans  

At age eight, David 

watched as his    

father was killed by 

an Epic, a human 

with superhuman 

powers, and now, 

ten years later, he 

joins the Reckoners--the only     

people who are trying to kill the 

Epics and end their tyranny.  



When evil versions of himself 

and best friend Nate appear one 

day, teenaged Ephraim          

embarks on a dangerous        

odyssey through  parallel  

worlds to make things right.  

Em must travel 

back in time to 

prevent a dev-

astatingly de-

structive time 

machine from 

ever being invented, while 

Marina battles to prevent the 

murder of the boy she loves.  

This first novel in a sweeping trilogy tells a time-

less love story about hope and survival in the face 

of unthinkable odds as two lovers, Lilac and   

Tarver, must fight for survival when they crash 

land on a seemingly uninhabited planet.  

Cael McAvoy, living in the corn-overrun      

Heartland below extravagant sky flotillas, grows 

tired of scavenging and living in the Empyrean 

Empire's shadow and vows to do something to 

change his lot in life.  

Seventeen-year-old Jeth Seagrave, the leader of 

a ragtag team of teenage mercenaries, skirts the 

line between honor and the law in an attempt to 

win freedom for his sister and himself in the 

form of their parents' old spaceship, Avalon.  

Seventeen-year-old Zenn 

Scarlett, training to become 

an exoveterinarian         

specializing in the          

treatment of exotic alien 

life forms, must find the 

cause of escalating animal 

escapes and stop the threatening attacks 

on her Martian training school. 

In a post-apocalyptic future, 

fifteen-year-old Deuce, a 

loyal Huntress, brings back 

meat while avoiding the 

Freaks outside her enclave, 

but when she is partnered 

with the mysterious outsider, Fade, she 

begins to see that the strict ways of the 

elders may be wrong--and dangerous.  

Sixteen-year-old Mila discovers 

she is not who--or what--she 

thought she was, which causes 

her to run from both the CIA    

and a rogue intelligence group.  


